
Apply for the APL 
Housing aid by the CAF (CROUS residence and private
market accommodation)



1- Run a simuation - (optional)           p.4-8
   
2- Apply for the APL                         p.9-30

a) First connection - creating a personal account                                               p.10-15
b) Apply for the APL - CROUS RESIDENCE                                                            p.15-30
c) Apply for the APL - privet market accommodation                                         p.31-42



1- Run a simuation - (optional)

The simulation allows you to calculate the amount of aid you will
receive
Please note that this is only an estimate and not the final
application.
To apply for APL see part 2 p9



Go to the website https://www.caf.fr/

4Run a simulation

https://www.caf.fr/


5

If you want to skip the simulation, you can scroll down and click here to start
applying for the APL. Go to page 16 for the step-by-step

Run a simulation

Estimated time: 5 minutes
The amount of housing assistance indicated by this
simulator is an estimate. Only the application for
housing assistance will allow you to know the exact
amount.



Zip Code

1

6Run a simulation

2 3

4 5

Apartment or house
CROUS accomodation
Youth center
Room (for example if you are renting
a room in a local's house
social residence (young workers'
home)

What is your housing type :

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Do you live in a room or a studio ?

How much is your rent ?

Do you live alone or as
a couple ?
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Number of children

Salary 

Financial unemployment aid

Retirement aid

Alimony and child support

Freelance worker

No income

Your income during the past 12 month :

1 2 3

4

RSA beneficiary
Non french scholarship student
French scolarship student
disabled

What is your status :

1.
2.
3.
4.

Run a simulation
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Amount of the APL per month

This is only an estimate not the final application !!

Click here to apply for the APL

Run a simulation

You have never perceived the APL

You will then be redirected to the "demande d'aide au logement" 



 

a) First connection - creating a personal account

2- Apply for the APL
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Apply for the APL

Create an account
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Create an account

fill out your personal details
enter the code received by email or SMS
choose a password

To create an account you will need to :

Create an account
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Surname

I have a social security number
*you only have a social security number of you have
registered to the french social security system (CPAM) -
MANDATORY (you might be exempt if you are european
and have a european health insurance card)

First Name

Date of birth

Place of birth

Abroad

Country of birth City of birth

Parent's personal details

Parent's birth names Parent's first names

I leave/study in France

ZIP code of my french address

Create an account



I don't have a french ID
*clich here if you are a
european student

13Create an account

French VISA
*Click here if you have a visa
(non-european students)
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Phone number

Phone number 
Email

Choose how you want to receive the confirmation code

confirm phone number

Enter email address

Confirm email address

Receive the validation code and your
temporary ID by email

Create an account



15Create an account

Overview of your details

Your account is created !
you can now connect to your account to apply for the APL  

Connect to your account 



 

b) Apply for the APL - 5 steps

2- Apply for the APL

16
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I have a temporary code

Apply for the APL- connect to your account

Enter your temporary code
received by email or SMS
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Apply for the APL

Apply for the APL- connect to your account

Rules and regulations



19Apply for the APL - CROUS step 1 access

ZIP code or your french address



20Apply for the APL- CROUS 

Overview



21Apply for the APL - CROUS

This application will take 20 minutes



22Apply for the APL - CROUS

Parent's surnames / first names

Date of arrival in France
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Parent's surnames / first names

Date of arrival in France

Apply for the APL - CROUS



24Apply for the APL - CROUS



25Apply for the APL - CROUS
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*Find the siret number on your lease
(CROUS "attestation de logement")

Apply for the APL - CROUS
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Is this your lessor ?
YES/NO

Do you have a secondary
house in france (for
apprenticeship only)

Apply for the APL - CROUS
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Recap

Apply for the APL - CROUS



29Apply for the APL - CROUS



30Apply for the APL - CROUS



 

c) Apply for the APL - privet market accommodation 

2- Apply for the APL

31



32Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  

To apply for the APL with a private market accommodation :
1- Follow step 2.a) create an account p. 10-15
2-Connect to your accont p. 17-18
3- follow the procedure bellow : 

ZIP code or your french address



33Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



34Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



35Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



36Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



37Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



38Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



39Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



40Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



41Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



42Apply for the APL - Private Market accommodation  



43Contact

Naïma ZARAI

Mobility Manager

04.72.41.08.28

naima.zarai@ipl.fr

IPL - 10 place des Archives
69002 LYON

If you have any enquiery, please contact :


